Coupled donors in quantum dots: Quantum size and dielectric mismatch effects
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Spatial and dielectric confinement modulations of the spontaneous emission rates, transition energies, and charge-density distributions of a singly ionized double donor system ($D_2^+$) in a spherical quantum dot are calculated within the framework of the effective-mass envelope function approximation. Dipole moments, energy splittings, transition moments, electron-density distributions, and spontaneous emission rates involving bonding and antibonding lowest-lying molecular states are addressed for different dielectric environments, quantum dot radii, and relative locations of the coupled impurities inside the dot. The results indicate that the donor molecule behaves as heteropolar when the spatial confinement breaks the inversion symmetry, which is paralleled by a strong reduction in the excited-state radiative lifetime. Dielectric confinement, acting on a larger length scale than spatial confinement, may recover the bulklike homopolar character when the dot is embedded in a low dielectric constant medium. In the weak spatial confinement regime, dielectric effects can increase the corresponding bulk radiative lifetimes significantly and simultaneously modulate the charge-density distribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The system built of two coupled semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) containing electrons, holes, or an exciton constitutes one of the simplest solid structures proposed as the functional part in a wide range of device applications, including spintronics,1 optoelectronics,2 photovoltaics,3 and quantum information technologies.4,5 The widespread interest in this system relies on the ability to manipulate conveniently its molecular properties, such as the energy splitting between the bonding (nodeless) and antibonding (noded) lowest-lying molecularlike states or the spatial distribution of carriers in the system.6 In this regard, the asymmetry of the constituent dots (either intrinsic or intentional) has been viewed not as a flaw but as an essential design choice to provide additional control over the system properties.5,7,8

Advances in single-dopant fabrication9–11 and charge detection12,13 have led atomic scale electronics (particularly the field of quantum computing) to pair increasing attention to another molecular system. Namely, the $D_2^+$ system, i.e., the system built of two coupled donor impurities in a semiconductor host in which one of the two excess electrons has been ionized. This system encodes the logical information either on the spin or on the charge degrees of freedom of the remaining excess electron.14–20 Initial proposals relied on spin encoding. However, direct detection of a single spin remains today a major challenge.21 On the contrary, a fraction of a single electron charge can be easily detected with state-of-the-art single electron-tunneling devices.12,13 This readout feasibility, together with the relative simplicity for the manipulation of charge degrees of freedom as opposed to spin, has raised interest in charge qubits, where the logical states are represented by the two lowest-lying electron orbital states positioned at the different donors. All the same, the short coherence times of orbital states severely limit the scalability of charge qubits,16 so that mechanisms enhancing coherence would be desirable.

Studies on confined $D_2^+$ systems have been recently addressed in the literature.22–24 Particularly, Kang et al.24 found that the confinement of the $D_2^+$ system in a spherical QD can greatly enhance the energy differences between the two lowest-lying electron states and more excited states, favoring the identification of the quasi-two-level system required for quantum computation purposes.25

Quite a larger amount of work has been done in the study of the electronic structure and related properties of single shallow donors in nanoscale semiconductor heterostructures.26–28 In addition to the well-known quantum size effect, the influence of the dielectric confinement (coming from the different dielectric response of the QD and the surrounding medium) on the donor levels has been revealed as a particularly noticeable effect in colloidal quantum dots as they are usually synthesized in media with a dielectric response rather different to that of the dot material.26,29,30

Prompted by the important role of coupled impurities in nanotechnology, we present in this paper a theoretical study on the molecular properties of a $D_2^+$ system confined in a spherical quantum dot. We focus on the influence of both the QD size and the dielectric mismatch on the radiative lifetime, the bonding-antibonding energy splitting, and the electron charge distributions in the lowest-lying $D_2^+$ molecular states, and analyze the dependence of the results on the relative position of the donors inside the quantum dot.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the model employed in the description of the confined double donor system and outline the details of the numerical procedure used to solve the resulting Hamiltonian. The effects of spatial and dielectric confinements on the double donor system are presented and discussed in Sec. III. Conclusions, given in Sec. IV, end the paper.

II. MODEL AND THEORETICAL OUTLINE

The present study is carried out within the framework of the effective-mass and envelope function approximations. Consequently, we employ a macroscopic treatment of Coulombic interactions, and use a parameter, the dielectric con-
stant, to characterize the dielectric response of each material involved. The validity of such a treatment has been well established for both doped and undoped semiconductor heterostructures.31 Our model consists of a shallow donor pair confined in a spherical quantum dot with dielectric constant \( \varepsilon_{\text{QD}} \), which is in turn immersed in a dielectric medium with permittivity \( \varepsilon_{\text{out}} \) (see Fig. 1). The corresponding effective-mass Hamiltonian for the bound conduction-band electron reads, in atomic units,

\[
H = -\frac{1}{2} \nabla \left( \frac{1}{m'(\mathbf{r})} \nabla \right) + V(\mathbf{r}) + \phi_1(\mathbf{r}) + \sum_{i=1,2} \phi_i^0(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{r}_i).
\]

(1)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is the generalized kinetic-energy operator,32 which accounts for different electron masses in different materials. \( V(\mathbf{r}) \) is a steplike function representing the finite spatial confining potential due to the conduction-band offset between the media involved. \( \phi_i^0(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{r}_i) \) stands for the Coulomb potential generated by the impurity located at the fixed position \( \mathbf{r}_i \), including the effect of the polarization charges induced at the dot surface as a consequence of the dielectric mismatch between the QD and the surrounding medium. The electron itself also induces polarization charges at the dot boundaries, whose effects are described by the self-polarization potential \( \phi_i(\mathbf{r}) \). When (as is the case here) a \( e(\mathbf{r})=e(\mathbf{r}) \) steplike dielectric function is assumed, \( \phi_i \) and \( \phi_1 \) admit analytical expressions.33

In order to reduce the number of variables in the study, we fix the QD material parameters close to those of CdS (\( \varepsilon_{\text{QD}} = 5.5 \) and \( m' = 0.15 \)) (Ref. 34) unless otherwise indicated. Since we are not dealing with a specific surrounding medium, we will assume a typical depth of \( V_0 = 4 \) eV for the QD confining well and an effective mass \( m' = 1 \) for the external medium. Likewise, we will concentrate on donors which are aligned along an axis of the QD (see Fig. 1), although the conclusions obtained make possible to envisage the trends characterizing other configurations. This facilitates the calculation since the axial symmetry of the system allows us to integrate analytically the angular coordinate of the electron in Eq. (1). Then, to obtain electron energies and wave functions, we carry out an exact (numerical) integration of \( (\rho, z) \) coordinates by means of a discretization scheme based on the finite differences method. The explicit expressions of \( \phi_i \) and \( \phi_1 \) together with a detailed description of the integration method can be found in Ref. 28.

### III. RESULTS

We start by investigating the effect of the spatial and dielectric confinements on the electron charge distribution of the double donor lowest-lying states. When the center of mass of the donor pair is not located at the dot center (\( z_{\text{CM}} \neq 0 \), see Fig. 1), the asymmetry of the QD confinement is expected to break the inversion symmetry of these states. To monitor (and quantify) the symmetry breakdown, we calculate the dipolar moment of the corresponding electron charge distributions with respect to \( z_{\text{CM}} \),

\[
\mu = \langle i | \mathbf{r} - z_{\text{CM}} \mathbf{u}_i | j \rangle,
\]

where \( i=1,2 \) labels the ground and first excited states of the system. The results are shown in Fig. 2, where \( \mu/d_{1,1} \) (with \( d_{1,1} = 10 \) nm) is represented for these states as a function of the QD radius and the donors location within the dot. Calculations have been performed for two different surrounding dielectric constants, namely, \( \varepsilon_{\text{out}} = \varepsilon_{\text{QD}} \) (absence of dielectric confinement) and \( \varepsilon_{\text{out}} = 1 \) (spatial and dielectric confinements). In the figure, positive values of \( \mu/d_{1,1} \) indicate that the electron is distributed to a greater extent around the donor closer to the QD border, whereas negative values indicate its preference for the innermost impurity. From the \( \varepsilon_{\text{out}} = \varepsilon_{\text{QD}} \) panels we can observe that the spatial confinement favors the localization of the ground state in the inner donor

![Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the system under study: an electron bound to two shallow donors separated by a distance \( d_{1,1} \) within a diameter of a confining spherical QD with radius \( R_{\text{QD}} \) and dielectric constant \( \varepsilon_{\text{QD}} \) surrounded by a dielectric medium of permittivity \( \varepsilon_{\text{out}} \). \( z_{\text{CM}} \) stands for the center of mass of the coupled donors.](image)

![Fig. 2. (Color online) Dipolar moment [Eq. (2)] of the electron charge distribution for a confined \( D_2^+ \) system with \( d_{1,1} = 10 \) nm as a function of \( R_{\text{QD}} \) and the system location in the dot. Left (right) panels correspond to the electron in the ground (first excited) state. In top (bottom) panels the QD is embedded in a \( \varepsilon_{\text{out}} = \varepsilon_{\text{QD}} \) (\( \varepsilon_{\text{out}} = 1 \)) dielectric medium. The origin has been located at the QD center.](image)
and the excited state in the outer one. This trend, more pronounced for low QD radii and large \( z_{CM} \) values, is a consequence of the larger destabilization that the potential barrier produces in the surroundings of the outermost impurity. To minimize its energy, the electron in the ground state localizes in the inner donor and, to preserve orthogonality, the excited state concentrates in the outer one. In other words, nonsymmetric spatial confinement brings the homopolar \( D_{1}^{+} \) system to behave as heteropolar, leading to the spatial separation of the two lowest-lying electron states.

In the case \( e_{out}=1 \) (lower panels in Fig. 2), we can see that, except for very small dot radii and very large \( z_{CM} \) values, the polarity of the states is opposite to that in the absence of dielectric confinement. Now, the ground state localizes the electron density in the outer donor, whereas the inner donor is occupied by the excited state. This effect can be explained as originated by the contribution of the polarization charges induced by the impurities at the QD surface. Impurity off-centering increases the nonhomogeneity of the corresponding induced charge distribution at the dot surface, this lack of homogeneity being responsible for an additional stabilization of off-centered electron locations.\(^3\) As a consequence, the total Coulomb potential is deeper at the position of the donor closer to the surface, so that the ground state distributes preferably around it. Therefore, spatial and dielectric confinements operate and is a consequence of the corresponding electron charge distributions in each case.

For a more detailed description of this interplay, in Fig. 3(a) we have depicted \( \mu/d_{l-1} \) for the same system as in Fig. 2 (\( d_{l-1}=10 \) nm) but for the particular case of \( z_{CM}=5 \) nm and a more extended \( R_{QD} \) range. For this value of \( z_{CM} \), one of the impurities is located at the QD center, a situation \( \text{a priori} \) easier to be obtained experimentally than any other. In the figure, solid (dashed) curves correspond to the ground (first excited) state. Interestingly, the case of pure spatial confinement (\( e_{out}=e_{QD} \), thin red lines) shows homopolarity for large \( R_{QD} \) values, whereas in the presence of dielectric mismatch (\( e_{out}=1 \), thick blue lines) the system behaves as heteropolar. This is a signature of the different length scales in which spatial and dielectric confinements operate and is a consequence of the long range of image charge Coulomb interactions. The different length scales of these confinement sources were already reported by Goldoni \textit{et al.},\(^3\) who also introduced the concept of remote dielectric tailoring to tune at will exciton-binding energies in semiconductor/insulator hybrid nanostructures.

For intermediate values of \( R_{QD} \) [see e.g., \( R_{QD} \approx 14 \) nm in Fig. 3(a)], where both spatial and dielectric confinement effects are significant, we can observe that the dielectric confinement compensates, and even inverts, the trend imposed by the spatial confinement. Finally, for low \( R_{QD} \) values, the spatial confinement dominates and the inner donor is preferred by the ground state in both cases.

The spatial separation of the two lowest-lying electron states is more pronounced as the interdonor distance increases. This is apparent in Fig. 4(a), which corresponds to the same system as in Fig. 3 (with one of the impurities at the dot center) but for \( d_{l-1}=15 \) nm. In this case, \( \mu/d_{l-1} \) is plotted as a function of \( e_{out} \) for two different dot radii, namely, \( R_{QD}=20 \) and 23 nm. Again, solid and dashed lines are used for the ground and first excited states. As can be observed from the \( R_{QD}=20 \) nm curves, when \( e_{out} > e_{QD} \) the dielectric confinement magnifies the states spatial separation imposed by the spatial confinement (\( e_{out}=5.5 \)). On the contrary, this trend is inverted as \( e_{out} \) diminishes. The bulklike homopolar character is recovered for a given value of \( e_{out} \) (3.9 in this case), compensating the effect of the spatial confinement. Finally, dielectric mismatch effects dominate for low enough values of \( e_{out} \), yielding again a spatial separation of the lowest-lying molecular states but with opposite polarity.

This evolution can be seen in Fig. 4(d), where the modulus of the wave function \( \Psi(r) \) restricted to the azimuthal angle \( \phi=0 \) is represented for both the ground and first excited states and three different values of the surroundings.
The energy splitting ($\Delta E$) between the ground and first excited states is also influenced by dielectric and spatial confinements [see Fig. 4(b)]. As derived from the figure, $\Delta E$ increases as the spatial separation of the states is more pronounced, presenting a minimum, close to the bulk value, when homopolar conditions are tuned. Contrary to $\Delta E$, the corresponding binding energies $E_b$ are negligibly correlated with the spatial separation of the states [see Fig. 4(c)]. This can be derived from the comparison of solid and dotted curves in the figure, which correspond to $z_{CM}=7.5$ nm (one donor at the QD center) and $z_{CM}=0$ (symmetric confinement), respectively. Indeed, though both cases present similar $E_b$ values, for $z_{CM}=0$ the system presents homopolarity regardless of $\varepsilon_{out}$ whereas this is not the case for $z_{CM}=7.5$ nm. Therefore, $E_b$ is negligibly influenced by the off-centering of the $D^+_2$ system and then by the spatial separation of the states. Conversely, as expected, $E_b$ is strongly affected by the dielectric environment, undergoing a large increase as $\varepsilon_{out}$ decreases.

It is well known that the spatial separation of logic states in charge-based qubit realizations can efficiently reduce the decoherence of the charge degrees of freedom coding the qubit, which makes possible to perform the coherent quantum logic operations at a fairly high ratio. Therefore, confinement is expected to affect coherence in our system. In donor-based charge qubits, decoherence caused by interaction with phonons occurs in time scales that can be made much longer than all other time scales in the problem by choosing an appropriate donor separation. Then, to study how confinement affects decoherence in our system, we will neglect in a first approximation acoustic and optical phonon scattering and will only take into account decoherence coming from vacuum electromagnetic fluctuations (radiative decay).

The radiative decay rate in a spherical quantum dot can be estimated within the dipole approximation by

$$\tau^{-1} = \frac{9\varepsilon_{out}^{5/2} \Delta E^3}{(2\varepsilon_{out} + \varepsilon_{QD})^2 3\pi \varepsilon_0 \hbar^4 c^3 \mu_{12}},$$

where $c$ is the speed of light in vacuum, $\varepsilon_0$ is the vacuum dielectric constant, $\tau$ is the radiative lifetime, and $\mu_{12} = |\langle 1 | r | 2 \rangle|^2$ is the square of the dipole transition moment between the states $|1\rangle$ and $|2\rangle$, which are in our case the ground and first excited states of the system.

$\mu_{12}$, relative to its value in the absence of spatial and dielectric confinements, is depicted in Fig. 3(b) for the studied system. Again, results for $\varepsilon_{out} = \varepsilon_{QD}$ and $\varepsilon_{out} = 1$ are shown. As can be seen in the figure, $\mu_{12}$ decreases as the system moves away from homopolar conditions. By inspection of Eq. (3), one could expect that a decrease in $\mu_{12}$ would help in increasing the lifetime. However, the dependence of $\tau^{-1}$ on $\Delta E^3$ cannot be neglected in this case since, as we showed before, spatial separation of the two lowest-lying states is paralleled by an increase in the transition energy [see Fig. 3(c)]. On balance, the influence of $\Delta E$ on the radiative decay rate can be neglected in this case.
noticeably with respect to the bulk as ever, as the donor pair gets closer to the dot surface vents with low refractive indices.30

\[ \text{Fig. 3} \]

surrounded by a low-dielectric constant medium is a consequence, which is only partially compensated by decreasing confinement within a system similar to that of CdS (left) and Si (right). Dashed lines indicate the absence of dielectric confinement in each case.

tive lifetime is larger than that of \( \mu_{2} \). This can be seen in Fig. 3(d), where \( \tau \) has been represented relative to \( \tau_{\text{bulk}} \). Referring to the results for \( e_{\text{out}} = e_{\text{QD}} \) (where only the spatial confinement is influencing the system), we observe that \( \tau \) drops strongly for small values of \( R_{\text{QD}} \), whereas it reaches the bulk value when the spatial separation of the two lowest-lying states disappears and homopolar conditions are recovered.

The results for \( e_{\text{out}} = 1 \) are more interesting. \( \tau \) shows a profile similar to that of \( e_{\text{out}} = e_{\text{QD}} \) calculations but despite spatial separation still persists in the whole range of \( R_{\text{QD}} \) under study, \( \tau \) reaches values more than 1 order of magnitude larger than in bulk. The enhancement of \( \tau \) when the QD is surrounded by a low-dielectric constant medium is a consequence of the influence of local-field effects,39 which have been observed experimentally through measurements of exciton recombination rates in QDs embedded in apolar solvents with low refractive indices.30

The drop of \( \tau \) for small values of \( R_{\text{QD}} \) in Fig. 3(d) is induced, in both represented cases, by the spatial confinement through the large increase that it yields on \( \Delta E \). This can be confirmed in Fig. 5 (left panel) where the radiative lifetime of our system as a function of \( e_{\text{out}} \) and the system location within a \( R = 14 \) nm QD is shown. When the off centering of the donor pair is not much pronounced (low and medium \( z_{\text{CM}} \) values), the influence of the spatial confinement is negligible and, in the absence of dielectric mismatch, \( \tau \) keeps close to the bulk value. In these conditions, \( \tau \) increases noticeably with respect to the bulk as \( e_{\text{out}} \) decreases. However, as the donor pair gets closer to the dot surface (large \( z_{\text{CM}} \) values), the radiative lifetime becomes dominated by the effects of spatial confinement. \( \tau \) experiences a strong reduction, which is only partially compensated by decreasing \( e_{\text{out}} \).

Finally, to probe the effect of increasing the QD dielectric constant, we have repeated the calculations for QD parameters similar to those of Si (\( e_{\text{QD}} = 11.7 \) and \( m^{*} = 0.26 \)). The results, shown in the right panel of Fig. 5, evidence that in this case \( \tau \) may increase up to almost 2 orders of magnitude with respect to the corresponding bulk value.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have probed the influence of spatial and dielectric confinements on spontaneous emission rates, energy splittings, and charge-density distributions in the lowest-lying states of a \( D_{2}^{+} \) double donor system confined in a spherical quantum dot. We found that asymmetric confinement (produced when the donors are not symmetrically distributed around the QD center) leads the otherwise homopolar donor pair to behave as heteropolar, diminishing the interdonor tunnel coupling and localizing the ground and first excited states in different donors. In this regard, when (as usual) \( e_{\text{out}} < e_{\text{QD}} \), spatial confinement tends to localize the ground/first excited state in the inner/outer donor, whereas dielectric effects tend to distribute them oppositely. However, these confinement sources operate in different length scales. While in the large dot size regime only dielectric effects influence the \( D_{2}^{+} \) system, in the small dot size regime spatial confinement effects dominate. This makes possible to tune the tunnel coupling strength and charge-density distribution in the \( D_{2}^{+} \) system at will, by choosing the appropriate dot size and surrounding medium.

We also found that bulk radiative lifetimes are strongly reduced by spatial confinement due to the enhanced splitting energies. On the other hand, when spatial confinement effects are no longer involved (large dot sizes), radiative lifetimes may increase orders of magnitude when the QDs are embedded in low-dielectric constant media.

Summing up, the confinement of the \( D_{2}^{+} \) system in a quantum dot provides additional mechanisms to mold its properties; it is worth to notice the spatial distribution of the lowest-lying states, the corresponding energy splittings, and the radiative lifetimes. The (wide range) tuning capability of this last property could be of interest to increase the relatively low bulk coherence times of orbital states in charge qubit realizations.

We close by stressing that confinement might also be useful to improve the performance of optically driven donor-based charge qubit schemes.17,18 In such schemes, the decoherence caused by the ionization and spontaneous emission of the excited states acting as connecting channels between the logical states could be minimized through the proper choice of QD size and dielectric environment. On one hand, quantum confinement would lift the quasidegeneracy among near-continuum states, increasing the corresponding ionization threshold and excitation selectivity. On the other hand, the employment of low dielectric constant surrounding materials would help in reducing their (otherwise limiting) spontaneous emission rates.
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